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The Financial Times Guide to Exchange Traded
Funds and Index Funds - David Stevenson 2012

Since the first edition of The Financial Times
Guide to ETFs was published in 2009, the
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number of ETFs in issue has doubled and ETFs
are now common both on investor platforms and
increasingly amongst financial advisors. This
massive increase in demand has highlighted an
urgent debate – just how dangerous are ETFs
and how much do investors and advisers
understand about the structure of the index
tracker? The second edition of this book
attempts to answer this debate and is the
indispensable bible on trackers for professional
advisers and serious private investors. This new
edition also features a chapter based around the
theme of Due Diligence and a new chapter on
How to use ETFs and Index Funds for theLongterm, as well as a new Jargon busting section
and a-new appendix looking at new ideas
beginning to emerge.
FT Guide to Exchange Traded Funds and
Index Funds - David Stevenson 2012-12-14
Since the first edition of The Financial Times
Guide to ETFs was published in 2009, the
number of ETFs in issue has doubled and ETFs

are now common both on investor platforms and
increasingly amongst financial advisors. This
massive increase in demand has highlighted an
urgent debate – just how dangerous are ETFs
and how much do investors and advisers
understand about the structure of the index
tracker? The second edition of this book
attempts to answer this debate and is the
indispensable bible on trackers for professional
advisers and serious private investors. This new
edition also features a chapter based around the
theme of Due Diligence and a new chapter on
How to use ETFs and Index Funds for theLongterm, as well as a new Jargon busting section
and a-new appendix looking at new ideas
beginning to emerge.
The Great Investors - Glen Arnold 2012-09-07
'Whether a complete novice, or a professional
portfolio manager, this book will give you access
to the mindset and techniques of the most
successful investors of our time and more
importantly, it will help you avoid mistakes. The
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Great Investors will have a permanent place on
my desk.' Mark Sheridan, Executive Director,
Nomura International PLC Leading investors
such as Warren Buffett, Benjamin Graham, Sir
John Templeton, George Soros and Anthony
Bolton are known throughout the world. How did
these people come to be so successful? Which
strategies have they used to make their
fortunes? And what can you learn from their
techniques? In The Great Investors, Glen Arnold
succinctly and accurately describes the
investment philosophies of the world’s greatest
investors. He explains why they are the best,
gives details of their tactics for accumulating
wealth, captures the key elements that led to
their market-beating successes and teaches you
key lessons that you can apply to your own
investing strategies. From the foreword: ‘There
are some very special people who seem to
possess an exceptional talent for acquiring
wealth. I want to explore not just the past
triumphs of these masters, but also the key

factors they look for as well as the personality
traits that allow them to control emotion and
think rationally about where to place funds. How
does a master of investment hone skills through
bitter experience and triumph to develop their
approach to accumulating wealth?’ Glen Arnold
The Great Investors is the story of a number of
remarkable men: John Templeton, George Soros,
Warren Buffett, Benjamin Graham, Philip Fisher,
Peter Lynch, Anthony Bolton and John Neff.
Whether you’re new to investing, have had
success in the markets, or you’re a professional
investor or fund manger, you’ll benefit from
reading about their proven, and successful,
trading philosophies. The Great Investorswill
show you how to: · Be a business analyst rather
than a security analyst · Do your homework and
develop a broad social, economic and political
awareness · Control emotion so as not to get
swept away by the market · Be consistent in your
approach, even when you have bad years · See
the wood for the trees and not over complicate
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your portfolio · Learn from your investing · Be
self reliant, stand aside from the crowd and
follow your own logic · Take reasonable risk
Investor's Guide to how the Stock Market Really
Works - Leo Gough 1997
The Neatest Little Guide to Stock Market
Investing - Jason Kelly 2012-12-24
The essential stock market guide for beginners,
updated with timely strategies for investing your
money. The perfect gift for anyone hoping to
learn the basics of investing. Now in its fifth
edition, The Neatest Little Guide to Stock
Market Investing has established itself as a
clear, concise, and highly effective approach to
stocks and investment strategy. Rooted in the
principles that made it invaluable from the start,
this completely revised and updated edition of
The Neatest Little Guide to Stock Market
Investing shares a wealth of information,
including: •What has changed and what remains
timeless as the economy recovers from the

subprime crash •All-new insights from deep
historical research showing which
measurements best identify winning stocks •A
rock-solid value averaging plan that grows 3
percent per quarter, regardless of the economic
climate •An exclusive conversation with
legendary Legg Mason portfolio manager Bill
Miller, revealing what he learned from the crash
and recovery •Thoroughly updated resources
emphasizing online tools, the latest stock
screeners, and analytical sites that best
navigated recent trends Accessible and
intelligent, The Neatest Little Guide to Stock
Market Investing is what every investor, new or
seasoned, needs to keep pace in the current
market. This book is a must read for anyone
looking to make money in the stock market this
year!
FTGuide to Bond and Money Markets - Glen
Arnold 2015-07-30
This jargon-busting book describes how the bond
and money markets work and how they impact
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on everyday life. It assumes no specialised prior
knowledge of finance theory and provides an
authoritative and comprehensive run-down of
the workings of the modern financial system.
Financial Times Guide to Investment Trusts
- John C Baron 2013-08-27
A comprehensive and practical guide to
investment trusts. These investment vehicles
have been underused by investors in the past,
but that is set to change now that the Retail
Distribution Review has banned commissions
and put investment trusts on a level playing
field. The book explains what investment trusts
are and focuses on how to construct and run a
trust portfolio. It offers investors, both
experienced and novice, a concise and jargon
free guide to these lucrative investment vehicles.
Get Started in Shares - Glen Arnold
2013-02-14
Investing can be fun as well as rewarding. It
could certainly earn you much more than you
could gain by sticking your money in a bank

account. It really does not require much to make
money from the stock market - just an
understanding of a few simple concepts and the
following of a few rules. Written by the UK’s
most successful writer on investing, Get Started
in Shares explains in very clear and simple terms
what shares are, how they are traded and what
to look out for as an owner of shares. This is a
straight-talking guide to the mysteries of
investing that assumes no prior knowledge and
will build up your understanding of investing in
a series of easy steps.
The Financial Times Guide to Investment
Trusts - John C Baron 2020-07-24
Making your capital work hard has never been
more important than it is today. Investment
trusts, often over looked as an investing vehicle,
are a key tool in getting better returns on your
money. The Financial Times Guide to Investment
Trusts is your concise and jargon free
introduction to one of the City’s best kept
secrets. It explains how investment trusts differ
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from unit trusts and OEICs and explores the pros
and cons of investment trusts including their
superior performance. It also helps you identify
your investment objectives, discusses the basic
principles of successful investing, and how to
run a trust portfolio. Whether you are a novice
DIY investor or have many years’ experience and
wish to question the experts; the FT Guide to
Investment Trusts: · Provides a detailed
overview of what investment trusts are and how
they differ from other funds · Examines the
factors which help to explain the better
performance of trusts – including cheaper fees,
discounts and gearing · Analyses the stepping
stones to successful investing · Shows you how
to construct and monitor a trust portfolio ·
Highlights the workings of two live and
benchmarked portfolios which John has been
sharing with Investor Chronicle readers over the
years.
FT Guide to Wealth Management - Jason
Butler 2012-12-27

The Financial Times Guide to Wealth
Management is your definitive guide to
preserving and enhancing your wealth and
getting the most out of your finances. Whether
you want to do it yourself, or get an overview of
the basics so you can understand the experts,
this book gives you the answers. Up to date with
all the latest changes to UK pension, tax and
legal rules, it covers everything you need to
know in one easy to read guide.
FTGU. Baron - JOHN C. BARON 2019-04-29
Making your capital work hard has never been
more important than it is today. Investment
trusts, often over looked as an investing vehicle,
are a key tool in getting better returns on your
money. The Financial Times Guide to Investment
Trusts is your concise and jargon free
introduction to one of the City's best kept
secrets. It explains how investment trusts differ
from unit trusts and OEICs and explores the pros
and cons of investment trusts including their
superior performance. It also helps you identify
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your investment objectives, discusses the basic
principles of successful investing, and how to
run a trust portfolio. Whether you are a novice
DIY investor or have many years' experience and
wish to question the experts; the FT Guide to
Investment Trusts: · Provides a detailed
overview of what investment trusts are and how
they differ from other funds · Examines the
factors which help to explain the better
performance of trusts - including cheaper fees,
discounts and gearing · Analyses the stepping
stones to successful investing · Shows you how
to construct and monitor a trust portfolio ·
Highlights the workings of two live and
benchmarked portfolios which John has been
sharing with Investor Chronicle readers over the
years.
Handbook of Corporate Finance - Glen Arnold
2010
The Financial Times Handbook of Corporate
Finance is the authoritative introduction to the
principles and practices of corporate finance and

the financial markets. Whether you are an
experienced manager or finance officer, or
you’re new to financial decision making, this
handbook identifies all those things that you
really need to know: · An explanation of valuebased management · Mergers and the problem
of merger failures · Investment appraisal
techniques · How to enhance shareholder value ·
How the finance and money markets really work
· Controlling foreign exchange rate losses · How
to value a company The second edition of this
bestselling companion to finance has been
thoroughly updated to ensure that your
decisions continue to be informed by sound
business principles. New sections include
corporate governance, the impact of taxation on
investment strategies, using excess return as a
new value metric, up-to-date statistics which
reflect the latest returns on shares, bonds and
merger activities and a jargon-busting glossary
to help you understand words, phrases and
concepts. Corporate finance touches every
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aspect of your business, from deciding which
capital expenditure projects are worth backing,
through to the immediate and daily challenge of
share holder value, raising finance or managing
risk. The Financial Times Handbook of
Corporate Finance will help you and your
business back the right choices, make the right
decisions and deliver improved financial
performance. It covers the following areas: ·
Evaluating your firm’s objectives · Assessment
techniques for investment · Traditional finance
appraisal techniques · Investment decisionmaking in companies · Shareholder value · Value
through strategy · The cost of capital · Mergers:
failures and success · Merger processes · How to
value companies · Pay outs to shareholders ·
Debt finance · Raising equity capital · Managing
risk · Options · Futures, forwards and swaps ·
Exchange rate risk
The Motley Fool Investment Guide - David
Gardner 2001-01-02
For Making Sense of Investing Today...the Fully

Revised and Expanded Edition of the Bestselling
The Motley Fool Investment Guide Today, with
the Internet, anyone can be an informed
investor. Once you learn to tune out the hype
and focus on meaningful factors, you can beat
the Street. The Motley Fool Investment Guide,
completely revised and updated with clear and
witty explanations, deciphers all the new
information -- from evaluating individual stocks
to creating a diverse investment portfolio. David
and Tom Gardner have investing ideas for you -no matter how much time or money you have.
This new edition of The Motley Fool Investment
Guide is built for today's investor, sophisticate
and novice alike, with updated information on:
Finding high-growth stocks that will beat the
market over the long term Identifying volatile
young companies that traditional valuation
measures may miss Using Fool.com and the
Internet to locate great sources of useful
information
Financial Times Guide to Investing in Funds
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- Jerome De Lavenere Lussan 2012-12-14
Learn how to evaluate any investment fund
before deciding where to place your money so
you can ensure you generate more wealth and
protect your cash. This valuable guide will help
you make the right investment decisions by: Explaining the procedures that should be
followed before investing money anywhere. Helping you cut through marketing language to
get a real sense of how risky a company’s
strategy may be. - Showing you what questions
to ask of investment fund managers so you’re
more comfortable investing in a company. Showing you how to recognise the warning signs
of risky investments. This book will also help you
identify companies who consistently deliver high
returns, thereby allowing you to generate more
wealth by investing in successful, and stable,
funds.
The Financial Times Guide to Corporate
Valuation - David Frykman 2012-09-26
‘Understanding valuation is relevant to everyone

with an ambition in business. For us a Cevian
Capital it is an absolutely critical skill. This book
will take you there faster than any other in the
field.’ Christer Gardell Former Partner
McKinsey, Managing Partner and co-founder of
Cevian Capital ‘A handy, accessible and wellwritten guide to valuation. The authors manage
to capture the reader with high-level synthesis
as well as more detailed insights in a great way.’
Anna Storakers Head of Group Strategy &
Corporate Development, Nordea Bank AB,
formerly with Goldman Sachs & Co and
McKinsey & Co ”If you can envision the future
value of a company you are a winner. Make this
comprehensive and diligent book on corporate
valuation your companion pursuing transactions
and you will succeed.” Hans Otterling, Founding
Partner, CEO Northzone Capital “Both in my
previous position as an investment banker and
today as an investor in high growth technology
companies, corporate valuation has been a most
critical subject. The Financial Times guide to
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Valuationserves as the perfect introduction to
the subject and I recommend it to entrepreneurs
as well as fellow private investors." Carl
Palmstierna, former Partner Goldman Sachs,
Business Angel ‘Not only will Financial Times
Guide to Corporate Valuation provide you with
the basic understanding of corporate valuation,
it also gives you an interesting insight into nonoperational challenges that companies will face.
And it does it all in an unexpectedly efficient and
reader friendly manner. If you want to learn the
basics and only have a few hours to spare, invest
them into reading this book!’ Daniel Hummel
Head of Corporate Finance, Swedbank ‘In this
highly accessible and reliable introduction to
valuation, Messieurs Frykman and Tolleryd have
succeeded in selecting only the essential
building blocks in a topic that can otherwise be
difficult to navigate. Indeed a guide, this book
will prove handy to many of us and a
breakthrough to some.’ Per Hedberg, Academic
Director Stockholm School of Economics Russia

‘This book provides an accessible and
informative entry point to the vast topic of
valuation. The book covers mechanics as well as
how value is linked to intangibles, growth
opportunities and industry structure, all the way
providing clear examples of every key idea. The
authors understand value: they know what is
useful, what is practical and what is critical, and
give any reader great guidance to the challenge
of getting values right.’ Bo Becker Assistant
Professor Harvard Business School "I read
Frykman & Tolleryds book on Corporate
Valuation the first time in the late 90's - the book
has not only thought me how to value
investments, but also how important it is to
focus on long term cashflow when building and
leading an organization" Mikael Schiller Owner,
Chairman, Acne Studios ‘The easy, no-nonsense
approach to corporate valuation.’ Fiona
McGuire, Corporate Finance Director FGS
Understanding corporate valuation is crucial for
all business people in today’s corporate world.
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No other measure can indicate as completely the
current status as well as the future prospects of
a company. The Financial Times Guide to
Corporate Valuation is a quick, no-nonsense
guide to a complex subject. Whether you’re a
manager, executive, entrepreneur or student
this comprehensive reading guide will help you
tailor your learning according to your
experience, existing knowledge and time
constraints. Using the example of a fictional
European telecommunications company,
Mobitronics, as a model, it provides key insights
into universal issues in corporate valuation and
the most commonly used valuation methods.
THE ONLY STRAIGHTFORWARD GUIDE TO
CORPORATE VALUATION
The Financial Times Guide to Value
Investing - Glen Arnold 2009
Provides tools for analysing investments and
gives advice to the ordinary investor on
strategies and techniques. • •In the current
economy, many companies are priced lower than

usual, therefore it's the perfect time for value
investing. •Includes insight from traders who
have understood stock price behavior, and
achieved enviable performance records.
•Intellectually rigorous without being
academically turgid. Value Investing is an
investment strategy that generally involves
buying shares in companies that appear under
priced, It's considered to be cautious, or
contrarian approach to investing but for most
value investors it has delivered huge returns.
The ideas derive from the investment theories of
Ben Graham and David Dodd who taught at
Columbia Business School in the 1920's. Famous
proponents include Warren Buffett, John
Templeton, Charlie Munger, Joel Greenblatt and
Anthony Bolton.
FT Guide to Banking - Glen Arnold 2014-02-14
The Financial Times Guide to Banking is a
comprehensive introduction to how banks and
banking works. Best-selling author Glen Arnold
provides you with a foundation for
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understanding the wide variety of activities
undertaken by banks. He shows you why these
global institutions are so important to consumers
and finance professionals alike and explains how
their activities impact on everyday life. The
Financial Times Guide to Banking will give you: A thorough understanding of all types of banking
from retail through to asset management and
investment banking. - An overview of global
banking including the worldwide evolution of the
sector, the influence of cross-border money
flows and the importance of modern banking to
international development - Expert knowledge
about instruments and markets including debt
markets, futures markets and swaps and options
- Insight into the crucial importance of central
banking and government regulation - Answers to
the big questions about monetary policy and
interest rates, payment systems and banking
success
The Financial Times Global Guide to Investing James Morton 1995

Within the pages of this book, Morton has
collected together the best investment minds in
the world today. The result is a wealth of
insights from the largest group of top talent ever
assembled in one book. Investors to be reckoned
with, such as Mario Gabelli, Dr. Martin Zweig,
Sir John Templeton, John Train, and over 130
other leading market movers from around the
globe.
Financial Times Handbook of Corporate Finance
- Glen Arnold 2013-08-27
The Financial Times Handbook of Corporate
Finance is the authoritative introduction to the
principles and practices of corporate finance and
the financial markets. Whether you are an
experienced manager or finance officer, or
you’re new to financial decision making, this
handbook identifies all those things that you
really need to know: · An explanation of valuebased management · Mergers and the problem
of merger failures · Investment appraisal
techniques · How to enhance shareholder value ·
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How the finance and money markets really work
· Controlling foreign exchange rate losses · How
to value a company The second edition of this
bestselling companion to finance has been
thoroughly updated to ensure that your
decisions continue to be informed by sound
business principles. New sections include
corporate governance, the impact of taxation on
investment strategies, using excess return as a
new value metric, up-to-date statistics which
reflect the latest returns on shares, bonds and
merger activities and a jargon-busting glossary
to help you understand words, phrases and
concepts. Corporate finance touches every
aspect of your business, from deciding which
capital expenditure projects are worth backing,
through to the immediate and daily challenge of
share holder value, raising finance or managing
risk. The Financial Times Handbook of
Corporate Finance will help you and your
business back the right choices, make the right
decisions and deliver improved financial

performance. It covers the following areas: ·
Evaluating your firm’s objectives · Assessment
techniques for investment · Traditional finance
appraisal techniques · Investment decisionmaking in companies · Shareholder value · Value
through strategy · The cost of capital · Mergers:
failures and success · Merger processes · How to
value companies · Pay outs to shareholders ·
Debt finance · Raising equity capital · Managing
risk · Options · Futures, forwards and swaps ·
Exchange rate risk
The Long and the Short of It (International
edition) - John Kay 2016-12-01
The follies of finance have threatened the
stability of the global economy, and the world of
finance has become increasingly complex and
sophisticated, but also greedy, cynical and selfinterested. The Long and the Short of It provides
a guide to the complexities of modern finance
and explains how to put your finances in the only
hands you can confidently trust - your own. In
this new, wholly updated edition of The Long
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and the Short of It, you will learn everything you
need to be your own investment manager. You
will recognise your investment options, the
institutions that try to sell them, and how to
distinguish between fact and fiction in what
companies say. You will discover the principles
of sound investment and the research that
supports these principles. Crucially, you will
learn a practical investment strategy and how to
implement it. Leading economist and hugely
successful investor John Kay uses his academic
credentials and practical experience to lay out
the key principles of investment with
characteristic clarity and dry humour. This is the
only book about finance and investment anyone
needs, and the one book they must have.
The Financial Times Guide to Investing in
Funds - Jerome De Lavenere Lussan 2012
Learn how to evaluate any investment fund
before deciding where to place your money so
you can ensure you generate more wealth and
protect your cash. This valuable guide will help

you make the right investment decisions by: Explaining the procedures that should be
followed before investing money anywhere. Helping you cut through marketing language to
get a real sense of how risky a company?s
strategy may be. - Showing you what questions
to ask of investment fund managers so you?re
more comfortable investing in a company. Showing you how to recognise the warning signs
of risky investments. This book will also help you
identify companies who consistently deliver high
returns, thereby allowing you to generate more
wealth by investing in successful, and stable,
funds.
Behavioural Investing - James Montier
2009-10-09
Behavioural investing seeks to bridge the gap
between psychology and investing. All too many
investors are unaware of the mental pitfalls that
await them. Even once we are aware of our
biases, we must recognise that knowledge does
not equal behaviour. The solution lies is
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designing and adopting an investment process
that is at least partially robust to behavioural
decision-making errors. Behavioural Investing: A
Practitioner’s Guide to Applying Behavioural
Finance explores the biases we face, the way in
which they show up in the investment process,
and urges readers to adopt an empirically based
sceptical approach to investing. This book is
unique in combining insights from the field of
applied psychology with a through
understanding of the investment problem. The
content is practitioner focused throughout and
will be essential reading for any investment
professional looking to improve their investing
behaviour to maximise returns. Key features
include: The only book to cover the applications
of behavioural finance An executive summary for
every chapter with key points highlighted at the
chapter start Information on the key behavioural
biases of professional investors, including The
seven sins of fund management, Investment
myth busting, and The Tao of investing Practical

examples showing how using a psychologically
inspired model can improve on standard,
common practice valuation tools Written by an
internationally renowned expert in the field of
behavioural finance
The Financial Times Guide to Investing - Glen
Arnold 2020
FT Guide Saving and Investing for
Retirement - Yoram Lustig 2016-06-01
FT Guide to Saving and Investing for
Retirement - Yoram Lustig 2016-06-02
One of the most important financial plans you
can have is saving and investing for your
retirement. Quite simply, the success of this plan
determines whether you’re going to live
comfortably after you stop working. The
Financial Times Guide to Saving and Investing
for Retirement will lead you through a
bewildering maze of financial tools and provide
advice on crucial investment decisions. It
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provides everything you need to know about how
to save and invest so that you can successfully
plan for your retirement. It is packed with
invaluable information on taxes, ISAs, pensions,
investing across different assets and buying
property. The Financial Times Guide to Saving
and Investing for Retirement will help you:
Identify your financial objectives and work out
how to achieve them Learn how to invest for a
specific goal and time Find out about taxes and
other rules that may impact your wealth
Understand why it’s essential to be actively
involved in managing your post-work income
FT Guide to Banking - Glen Arnold 2014
The Financial Times Guide to Banking is a
comprehensive introduction to how banks and
banking works. Best-selling author Glen Arnold
provides you with a foundation for
understanding the wide variety of activities
undertaken by banks. He shows you why these
global institutions are so important to consumers
and finance professionals alike and explains how

their activities impact on everyday life. The
Financial Times Guide to Banking will give you: A thorough understanding of all types of banking
from retail through to asset management and
investment banking. - An overview of global
banking including the worldwide evolution of the
sector, the influence of cross-border money
flows and the importance of modern banking to
international development - Expert knowledge
about instruments and markets including debt
markets, futures markets and swaps and options
- Insight into the crucial importance of central
banking and government regulation - Answers to
the big questions about monetary policy and
interest rates, payment systems and banking
success
The Financial Times Guide to Selecting
Shares that Perform - Richard Koch 2014
‘One of the best books on stock market investing
that I’ve ever read.’ Christopher Gilchrist,
Editor, The IRS Report ‘Lucid and perceptive –
any intelligent person can follow this guide and
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be on equal terms or better with the best
professional money managers.’ Dr Peter
Johnson, Saïd Business School, Oxford
University Is your investment strategy right for
you? Could you be making more money? The
Financial Times Guide to Selecting Shares that
Perform helps you identify the approach to
buying and selling shares that is best suited to
you. It will help you to align your strategy based
on the time and money you have available,
taking into account your overall objectives and
your attitudes to risk and loss. In this thoroughly
updated fifth edition of their bestselling
investment classic, Richard Koch and Leo Gough
explain 10 distinctive and proven investment
techniques for you to choose from. They
describe the different tactics needed to succeed
in today’s market conditions and show you how
it can be fun and profitable to try to beat the
stock market. The Financial Times Guide to
Selecting Shares that Perform gives you: 10
proven approaches to selecting successful

shares A quiz to help you identify what kind of
investor you are and what strategy is right for
you Practical advice to help you trade more
confidently on the stock market Examples and
explanations of successes and failures
Convincing reasons why you should manage
your own share portfolio
Investing to Save the Planet - Alice Ross
2020-10-29
Your money, and how you invest it, could help
solve the global climate crisis. In Investing to
Save the Planet, Alice Ross reveals why green
investing is an untapped opportunity for you to
make a positive impact on the health of the
planet and your portfolio. The world is changing.
The climate crisis has given rise to a wave of
companies that are developing cutting-edge,
technological solutions to climate change; from
improving energy efficiency to engineering
alternative meat. These companies, part of an
increasingly-popular investment segment
collectively known as Environmental, Social and
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Governance strategies (ESG), are helping tackle
our environmental challenges and reshaping the
investment landscape. Urgent and
indispensable, this investor's guide will provide
you with the vital information you need to build
your successful ESG investment strategy to
secure a positive future for you and the planet.
The Financial Times Guide to Investing for
Income - David Stevenson 2011
The complete reference to investing for
consistent, continuous income in today's
markets! * *Understand and compare income
generating strategies so you can choose the
right alternatives for your situation and risk
tolerance. *Review the financial investing basics
that every income investor needs to understand.
*Covers safe and simple products, as well as
higher-risk strategies that offer the potential for
greater income. Financial Times Guide to
Income Investing is the complete reference
guide for all investors who want to earn more
income--and more continuous, reliable income,

too. Writing for income investors of all kinds,
this book presents all the tools of the trade, and
guides readers in choosing the approaches that
are best for them. Financial Times columnist
David Stevenson begins by reviewing the key
financial concepts that every income investor
simply must understand-- including the basics of
risk, return, volatility, structure, and inflation.
Stevenson systematically reviews today's
simplest, safest, most 'mainstream' income
products and funds, helping investors
understand what they can and cannot expect to
achieve through these investments. Next, he
introduces higher-risk, less conventional
strategies designed to pay higher income--and
helps readers realistically assess the risks of
pursuing these approaches.
Rich Dad's Guide to Investing - Robert T.
Kiyosaki 2001-01-15
Rich Dad's Guide to Investing is a guide to
understanding the real earning power of money
by learning some of the investing secrets of the
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wealthy.
The Financial Times Guide to Investing Glen Arnold 2012-08-21
The Financial Times Guide to Investingis the
definitive introduction to the art of successful
stock market investing. Beginning with the very
basics of why companies need investors and
explaining what investors do, Glen Arnold takes
you through the practicalities of buying and
selling shares. He describes different types of
investment vehicles and advises you how you
can be successful at picking companies,
understanding their accounts, managing a
sophisticated portfolio, measuring performance
and risk and setting up an investment club. The
second edition of this bestselling introduction to
investing explains how the financial markets
operate, shows you what you need to know to be
successful and encourages you to follow and act
on your own judgements. Thoroughly updated to
help you invest with skill and confidence, new
sections include: Online investing, website

information and tools including screenshots and
virtual portfolios as well as computerised
counterparty trading Detailed updating of tax
rates and legislation, increases in ISA
allowances and revisions to capital gains tax A
jargon-busting glossary to help you understand
words, phrases and investing concepts Recent
Financial Times articles and tables which
illustrate and expand on case studies and
examples Up-to-date statistics on the returns you
can expect on shares and bonds Investing can be
profitable and fun and The Financial Times
Guide to Investing 2nd edition, explains step-bystep both the essentials of investing as well as
describing how the financial markets really
work. It details the practicalities of investing,
such as how to go about buying shares and
describes the variety of financial securities you
can buy, from bonds and unit trusts through to
exchange traded funds. Exploding the myths
that only the wealthy can afford to buy and sell
shares and showing you why you can be just as
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successful trading on your own as you would be
by employing a fund manager, this authoritative
guide book will help you build a profitable
personal financial portfolio. What is investment
The rewards of investment Understanding stock
markets Using the financial media Buying and
selling shares Pooled investments Investing in
bonds Futures and options Financial
spreadbetting Analysing companies and
industries Mastering company reports and
accounts Key investment ratios and measures
Ticks of the accounting trade Managing your
portfolio Mergers and takeovers Taxation and
investors Measuring performance Investor
protection Investment clubs
Financial Times Guide to How the Stock Market
Really Works - Leo Gough 2012-09-07
The Financial Times Guide to How the Stock
Market Really Works is an introduction to the
complex world of the financial markets. Whether
you are new to investing, or already have a
share portfolio, this is an intelligent guidebook

will guide you safely through the often confusing
world of investing. Written especially for the
ordinary investor, it will provide you with the
key strategies you need to make money on the
stock market.
The Financial Times Guide to Wealth
Management - Jason Butler 2014-10-01
This book, from one of the UK s leading financial
planners, provides the essential knowledge that
investors need to help them think about and plan
for their financial future. "Steve Gazzard
CFPCM, chief executive, Institute of Financial
Planning" A practical, easy to read guide that
provides a framework to help us all achieve our
financial goals. This book is essential reading for
investors. "Cynthia Poole, director, relationship
management, Raymond James Investment
Services" A brilliant book, written in an
accessible manner to help you understand the
importance of life goals and values in the wealth
management process. It is the best book I have
ever come across on wealth management. "Dr
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Lien Luu, senior lecturer in financial services,
Northampton Business School; certified and
chartered financial planner " "The Financial
Times Guide to Wealth Management" is your
comprehensive guide to achieving financial
security and stability by planning, preserving
and enhancing your wealth. As well as being
fully updated throughout, it includes five new
chapters on socially responsible and impact
investing; property, land and woodlands; single
premium investment bonds; non-trust structures
and young people and money. Whether you re a
beginner wanting an introduction to financial
planning or an experienced investor looking to
pass your wealth on to others, this is the book
for you. Drawing on his 25 years experience as a
financial adviser to successful families, and
written in clear and concise language, Jason
Butler will give you both the understanding and
confidence you need to make successful financial
decisions, enabling you to: - Define your life
goals and financial personality so that you can

build an effective wealth plan - Navigate the
maze of investment options and choose the best
one for your needs - Understand when and how
to get professional help which delivers value Clarify the need for and role of insurance, tax
structures, pensions and trusts - Develop a
wealth succession plan which matches your
values and preferences "
The Financial Times Guide to Investing - Glen
Arnold 2014-09-10
'The most damaging half truth for savers is
“performance matters more than expenses”.
Read this book carefully and the financial
services industry will have one fewer easy
victim, but you will have a sound base for a
lifetime of successful investment.' Martin White,
Chair of UK Shareholders Association This is one
of those great big books to buy and then tuck
away for constant reference. It's a tour through
everything from managing a portfolio to
establishing a fair intrinsic value for a share. If it
moves in the world of investing, it’s probably
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here.' David Stevenson, 'Adventurous Investor'
in the Financial Times ‘Informative and easy to
read, Glen Arnold has produced arguably the
most comprehensive book there is today on
stock market investing and one that
unquestionably will give an edge to any retail
investor. This is a must read for anyone serious
about investing.' Simon Thompson, Companies
Editor, Investors Chronicle The Financial Times
Guide to Investing is the definitive introduction
to the art of successful stock market investing.
Bestselling author Glen Arnold takes you from
the basics of what investors do and why
companies need them through to the
practicalities of buying and selling shares and
how to make the most from your money. He
describes different types of investment vehicles
and advises you on how to be successful at
picking companies, understanding their
accounts, managing a sophisticated portfolio,
measuring performance and risk and setting up
an investment club. The third edition of this

investing classic will give you everything you
need to choose your shares with skill and
confidence. Thoroughly updated, this edition
now includes: - Comprehensive advice about unit
trusts and other collective investments - A brand
new section on dividend payments and what to
watch out for - An expanded jargon-busting
glossary to demystify those complex phrases and
concepts - Recent Financial Times articles and
tables to illustrate and expand on case studies
and examples - Detailed updates of changes to
tax rates and legislation as well as increases in
ISA allowances and revisions to capital gains tax
The Financial Times Guide to Investing Glen Arnold 2004
THE FINANCIAL TIMES GUIDE TO INVESTING
Two of the greatest myths about investment are,
firstly, that financial assets and markets are
hideously complicated and confusing, and
secondly that you have to pay 'experts' to make
far greater returns on your money than you
could achieve on your own. In truth the most
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important things you need to know about
investing are based on common sense. The
Financial Times Guide to Investing will introduce
you to the practical art of investing, and show
you how to invest more successfully, whether
you are actively involved in investing or simply
thinking about it. In addition to providing a
simple guide to understanding how financial
markets operate, it will allow you to follow and
act on your own judgements based on a case
studies and worked examples, giving you the
expertise to experiment successfully with shares,
bonds, funds and derivatives. Comprehensive
and authoritative, this is the definitive
guidebook to building your personal financial
portfolio and investing in the financial markets
with skill and confidence.
Financial Times Guide to Making the Right
Investment Decisions - Michael Cahill
2013-02-14
Do you want to feel more confident about your
investment decisions? Do you need to have a

better understanding of how the stock markets
value a business? Do you want to know what the
key ratios are that drive share price
performance? The Financial Times Guide to
Making the Right Investment Decisions is the
insider’s guide to how the market examines
companies and values shares. It helps you
understand the factors that drive long term
wealth creation as well as highlighting the key
risks that lead to value being destroyed.
Originally published as Analysing Companies
and Valuing Shares, this new edition has been
fully revised and includes a new and easy to
follow framework for understanding valuation.
Perfect for investors at all levels, it guides you
through the investment maze, and highlights the
key issues you need to consider to invest
successfully. The Financial Times Guide to
Making the Right Investment Decisions: · Gives
you an easy to follow framework to guide your
decision-making · Explains clearly and concisely
key financial concepts and how they drive
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valuation · Shows you the key ratios to monitor
and how they affect share prices · Illustrates the
key risks and warning signals that will help you
avoid losses · Identifies the qualities of company
management and governance that differentiates
winners from losers · Brings the issues and
numbers to life with real examples and case
studies In a challenging economic and stock
market environment, the need to take better
informed decisions is vital. This clear, common
sense guide provides a comprehensive and
accessible framework for understanding the
valuation of a business and what drives its share
price. Knowing the key numbers, ratios and
techniques that professional investors use will
help you to reduce your risk and invest more
profitably.
Financial Times Guide to the Financial
Markets - Glen Arnold 2012
How financial markets work, in plain English! An
authoritative, complete, and up-to-date guide to
today's global financial system. * *The 'jargon-

busting' guide to global finance: everything
today's manager, investor, policymaker, and
citizen needs to know. *Crystal-clear
introductions to banking, central banks,
insurance, money and bond markets, equities,
futures, options, swaps, FX, hedge funds, private
equity, and how they fit together. *Financial
crises: what's happened, why -- and what the
new landscape looks like. This is the most
complete, authoritative, and up-to-date guide to
the workings of financial markets, the global
financial system, and their immense and
relentless impact. Renowned financial author
Glen C. Arnold assumes no prior financial
knowledge, teaching through real world
examples. He presents an invaluable
international perspective, comparing the
workings of major financial institutions and
centers worldwide, from the U.S. Federal
Reserve and Wall Street to the European and
Japanese central banks, the IMF, and the World
Bank. Arnold begins with a plain-English
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overview of the purposes of global financial
markets and the institutions and individual
markets that now comprise them. Next, he drills
down to throughly illuminate each component of
the financial markets, and the linkages among
them. Arnold covers retail, corporate,
investment, and other forms of banking; central
banks; pooled investment funds; insurance;
money markets; corporate, government, and
exotic bond markets; equities and systems for
raising capital; futures, options, and swaps;
foreign exchange markets; hedge funds and
private equity, and more. He concludes with
insightful discussions of global financial
regulation, the impact of recent and continuing
global financial crises; the responses of
governments; and the shape of the radically new
global financial landscape.
FT Guide to Bond and Money Markets - Glen
Arnold 2015-08-11
This jargon-busting book describes how the bond
and money markets work and how they impact

on everyday life. It assumes no specialised prior
knowledge of finance theory and provides an
authoritative and comprehensive run-down of
the workings of the modern financial system. It’s
in the money markets where money, or the value
of money, can be bought and sold. It’s the place
where Treasury bills, deposits, repurchase
agreements, short-lived mortgages etc, can be
traded. These are crucial to the global economy
because they provide liquidity funding for the
global financial system. Bond markets operate in
the same way but are financial markets where
participants can issue new debt or buy and sell
existing debt – known as bonds. As with money
markets, bond markets are key because they
provide money where no money previously
existed (think of your mortgage). Using real
world examples from media such as the
Financial Times, bestselling author Glen Arnold
gives an international perspective on these
markets. Understand key bond and money
market terms and banking products Explore the
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wide variety of types of markets and their
functions eg. LIBOR, gilts, government debt
Gain insight into the main factors influencing
prices in the financial markets Learn how
fluctuations in the money markets can affect you
and your own money strategies
Selecting Shares That Perform - Richard
Koch 2000
Richard Koch explains why it can be fun and
profitable to try to beat the stock market and
why it is so important to select a method that
mirrors you as an individual. He clearly explains
ten successful investment approaches and helps
you choose the one that best suits your
personality and expertise. Each approach is a
proven technique. In this third edition, Richard
Koch highlights his method's successes and
failures. Updated remarks run throughout the
book and there is a new section about the impact
of the internet on investing. Whether you are a
stock market novice or a sophisticated player,
Selecting Shares that Perform makes selecting

shares not only profitable, but fun. Selecting
Shares That Perform gives you: convincing
reasons why you should manage your share
portfolio ten excellent approaches to selecting
shares, showing the history and logic behind
them proven rules to help you pick the winners a
self-test quiz which will help you to adopt the
best strategy for you examples and explanations
of successes and failures.
The Financial Times Guide to Using the
Financial Pages - Romesh Vaitilingam
1994-01-01
"How to use the financial pages to make better
and more informed business and investment
decisions." "All too often, the world of finance
appears in the media as unfamiliar territory
obscured by jargon. This authoritative and
invaluable guide for anyone who needs to read
the financial pages of a newspaper like the
Financial Times, explains where and when to
find what you want and how to make best use of
the comprehensive range of financial and
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economic statistics." "Completely up-to-date
throughout, it shows you how to keep track of all
the important statistics covered, including
developments in shares, gilts and foreign
exchange fluctuations; covers all the key
financial and economic indicators, ranging from
the 'Footsie' to the retail price index; explains
the role and behaviour of the players in the
financial markets; looks at the different markets
explaining how they work and how they may be
read and employed by private investors or
professional managers; examines the UK,
European and world economies and the effects

key economic indicators have on the financial
markets; includes useful reference tables with
explanations to accustom you to the ease with
which the numbers can be interpreted with just
a little background; and introduces the tools and
language of modern finance." "Whether you're
investing in the markets, raising capital or need
to know how the financial world affects your
business, you will quickly discover what gains
can be made if you know how to use the financial
pages."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary field
provided by Blackwell North America, Inc. All
Rights Reserved
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